Michigan Bill

Drinking age may be raised

by Cathy Nolan
Senior Staff Reporter

A bill to raise the drinking age was introduced in the Michigan state senate Jan. 25. The bill, if approved, would raise the legal drinking age to 19.

Presently, any person 18 years or older may purchase and consume hard liquor, beer and wine in the state of Michigan. In 1972, the Michigan legislature originally voted to lower the legal drinking age from 21 to 18 years.

The primary reason for the new bill, according to Senator DeSana, (of the eleventh senatorial district) was introduced in the Michigan legislature originally.

"We have had numerous complaints from high school teachers and principals of high school students drinking while in school," stated Terry Bronson, DeSana's decision. "Among the witnesses will be the bookstores and the alcohol industry to the problem faced by the dining halls."

Numerous complaints have been made that "excellent" according to Bronson, "we have 20 state senators in all we need for approval is fifty percent plus one vote or approximately 30 affirmative votes," Bronson noted. "The bill has already been endorsed by 15 people, so I really think we will be able to obtain the other votes needed," he added.

The Michigan House of Representatives is also considering a bill to raise the drinking age to 21 but Bronson said that such a measure would be approved.

"At Notre Dame, the bill, if approved, will affect primarily the 19 to 20 age group. Members range in age from 17 to 19," Bronson said. "I really think it is a good idea to raise the drinking age because of the way high school kids misuse alcohol," said Bronson. "At Notre Dame freshman and resident of Michigan, the college has more than enough fuel."

"If I raise the age to 19, a lot of students would have no place to go," he added.

Another student stated, "If they did raise the drinking age I think it would simply go to more kids."

Opposition voiced

32 states, including the District of Columbia, have 18 year old drinking age laws. In Minnesota, the legal drinking age, formerly 18, has been raised to 19 for hard liquor, beer and wine. "The reversal of the law in Minnesota has resulted in a noticeable decrease in car accidents among high school kids as well as the flagrant abuse of liquor in the schools," Bronson commented.

Greatest opposition to the bill comes from the liquor industry. Bronson said that "if the law was not enforceable at 18, then it was unnecessary to raise it to 19." The owners of both Shula's and the White House, nightclubs in Niles, Michigan, were unavailable for comment on the issue.

"The bill will not be voted on by the senate until it goes through the committee. The chance of the bill being passed by the senate is "excellent" according to Bronson. "We have 20 state senators in Michigan and all we need for approval is fifty percent plus one vote or approximately 30 affirmative votes," Bronson noted. "The bill has already been endorsed by 15 people, so I really think we will be able to obtain the other votes needed," he added.

The Michigan House of Representatives is also considering a bill to raise the drinking age to 21 but Bronson said that such a measure would be approved.

"At Notre Dame, the bill, if approved, will affect primarily the 19 to 20 age group. Members range in age from 17 to 19," Bronson said. "I really think it is a good idea to raise the drinking age because of the way high school kids misuse alcohol," said Bronson. "At Notre Dame freshman and resident of Michigan, the college has more than enough fuel."

"If I raise the age to 19, a lot of students would have no place to go," he added.

Another student stated, "If they did raise the drinking age I think it would simply go to more kids."

Keenan Hall's "King Kong" won first prize in the First Annual Snow Sculpture this past weekend. "The Sphinx", Fisher Hall's entry shown above, tied with Cavanagh's "Jaws" for second place. Keenan will receive $200 while the second place halls will be awarded $75 for their efforts. [photo by Leo Hansen]

Duggan cites closing as rare

by Cathy Cowhey

Indecent weather, poor driving conditions, and cancellation of classes. Duggan cited these factors as the principal reasons for the unprecedented cancellation of St. Mary's classes Friday.

College President Dr. John Duggan stated that he was "very reluctant to make the decision to suspend" to cancel classes. "It was felt that enough people could get here. Those who couldn't, knew it and probably wouldn't have attempted it," Duggan also cited his reluctance to break a "record," noting that Friday was "probably the first time in history that St. Mary's has cancelled classes."

The last class day will not have to be made up, nor will it affect spring break in March, according Duggan. He added that he "couldn't imagine calling any more classes off," primarily because of the great majority of resident students.

Duggan indicated that if any problems arise, the decision on cancellation will "be based on consultation" between Duggan and Notre Dame President Fr. Duggan estimated the weather's impact on the day's situation. decision when Non- Duggan cancelled classes before St. Mary's did so.

Duggan cited St. Mary's ample fuel supply and the recently updated heating system as the reasons behind his predictions that St. Mary's will not have to cancel any more class days this semester. The college, which burns coal, "will have more than enough fuel. We're not the least bit worried," as far as St. Mary's goes," he said. "...the college has sufficient recommendations of the St. Mary's energy committee to conserve energy by installing thermostats and insulation in school buildings."

Wednesday's weather did prevent delivery of fresh produce - milk and dairy products to the St. Mary's cafeteria. "I knew we had enough food in the house to last through Monday," said Food Service Director Charles Flamm. "We [continued on page 2]"
Cold weather leaves 1.5 million jobless

More than 1.5 million persons were out of work as a cold wave continued throughout the nation, forcing the closing of factories and businesses and raising the American natural gas consumption. At least 45 deaths were blamed on the weather in the nation's eastern and midwestern states.

Ohio reported the highest number of workers sent home when plants closed down. The state Department of Community Development said yesterday one million persons, 25 percent of the state's work force, had been laid off because of the arctic-like weather.

Weather-related deaths from exposure, fires, frostbite and carbon monoxide poisoning were reported in 10 states and 15 persons were missing in a blizzard in a burned out hotel in Breckinridge, Minn. Workers were trying to dig through the still smoking rubble.

President Carter flew to Pittsburgh yesterday to examine western Pennsylvania, an area hit hard by the frigid winter and resulting energy crisis. "I want to see first-hand the impact of the weather on a high concentration on unemployment," Carter said.

"The reason for my trip here is to emphasize that this now temporary shortage is going to be permanent," he said. "Every bit of energy saved can be used to keep people on the job."

He said he had been told by local natural gas companies that some suburban areas hardest hit by the winter will be without gas by the end of the year because of the low temperatures.

"I hope the federal government will do all it can to meet our energy needs," he added.

Congressional leaders were expected to try to vote by Tuesday on legislation today so leaders could schedule action Tuesday.

James R. Schlesinger, Carter's energy aide, pleaded earlier for energy aide, pleaded earlier for energy aid, confronted by the energy crisis. "I want to see the first-hand the impact of the weather on a high concentration of the unemployment," Carter said.

"The reason for my trip here is to emphasize that this now temporary shortage is going to be permanent," he said. "Every bit of energy saved can be used to keep people on the job."

He said he had been told by local natural gas companies that some suburban areas hardest hit by the winter will be without gas by the end of the year because of the low temperatures.

"I hope the federal government will do all it can to meet our energy needs," he added.

Drinking laws

Drinking laws (continued from page 1) using fake I.D.'s. After all, it would be that hard for an 18-year-old to find a 19 L.D.'s.

According to Brumon, any person who turns 18 prior to the date the bill becomes effective will be eligible to buy and consume alcohol in Michigan.

COLLEGE GRADUATES

DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR PARALEGAL CAREER — NOT ALL LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAMS ARE THE SAME

A Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance in today's legal community.

If you are a college graduate and quality, why not give yourself an advantage by attending Chicago's Roosevelt University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is fully accredited by the National Association of Paralegal Administrators.

Since the Fall of 1974, 525 graduates representing over 160 colleges and universities have chosen Roosevelt's Lawyer's Assistant Program for their career training. Specialize in Corporations — Estates, Trusts and Wills — Mortgages and Mortgagors — or the "be a Generalist*.

Over 250 law firms, banks, corporations and governmental agencies throughout the United States have hired Roosevelt graduates.
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□ Evening program only.

ATTEND A FREE TAPING OF ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY'S LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE PROGRAM — AND BECOME A GENERALIST*

□ Spring Day Program □ Summer Day Program □ Spring Evening Program

Lawyer's Assistant Program
ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
430 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605

Please send this material on Roosevelt's Paralegal Program;
□ Spring Day Program □ Summer Day Program □ Evening Program
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Address
City
State Zip

Roosevelt University admits students on the basis of indivi
dual merit without regard to race, color, creed, or sex.

WITNESS THE "MAGIC" OF PAUL-PH-RI

Famous Trick-shot Pool Artist

Wednesday Feb. 2
8:30pm
LaFortune Ballroom
Free Admission
Sponsored by Social Commission.

This week at the LaFortune

Monday Rex Delcamp
(9-11) Michael Tsiboda
Tuesday Paul Hatem (9-10) Grateful Dead, Joni Mitchell
Featured Artists Special
Wednesday Steve Paspek (9-11)
Thursday N.D. First Jazz Combo (9-??)
Saturday Michelle Parnell, Lin Johnson
Dennis Klee Lee Hendricks (9-12)
More pardons may result from Carter study

by Don Relmer
Copy Editor

President Carter's pardon of Vietnam-era draft evaders has relieved several hundred thousand men of the fear of future prosecution of the stigma of a felony charge. But the military study ordered by Carter could equal an effective number of men.

According to Reconciliation After Vietnam—A Program of Relief for Vietnam-era Draft and Military Offenders, over 250,000 men received bad discharges during the Vietnam era. Carter's study will investigate the possibility of upgrading many of these discharges.

Discharges considered "other-than-honorable" by the military underdischarged, issued through administrative processes, and bad-conduct discharge, issued only after a court-martial.

A less-than-honorable discharge can greatly affect the civilian lives of these men. A 1973 Bradley Jones survey found that 69 percent of employers were less likely to hire a man with an undesirable discharge, while 20 percent would automatically reject such an applicant.

Carter's program announced last week to place veterans in both public service and private industry jobs currently held by veterans, while veterans find work, but they will still hold bad discharges.

Reconciliation After Vietnam—written by Martha Fanning and William Kommers under the auspices of the Notre Dame Center for Civil Rights—states that "the government may not reap the benefits of Vietnam build-up by accepting thousands of recruits whose limited mental abilities would have disqualified them before or after the Vietnam War."

Thirty-nine percent of the 100,000 men discharged for ab- sence offenses received IQs of 80 and 90, and 45 percent of these men scored below the 31st percentile of the Armed Services Qualifying Test. Seventy-five percent did not graduate from high school.

The burden of service during the Vietnam War fell on the economically and educationally disadvantaged, because they did not possess the means to legally avoid the draft, according to the Center for Civil Rights Director Donald Kommers.

The draft system was discriminator- ial, he said, because it allowed certain persons such as college students, to legally avoid the draft through such means as deferments. A Vietnam generation survey of 1,156 individuals re- sulted in 95 percent of those after re- turning to the U.S. report problems. These men often could not adjust to their new roles and routine duties of American military bases.

Lack Education

Almost one third of all the military offenders were educationally disadvantaged, according to the Notre Dame report, and many were brought into the military through Great Society manpower programs. The government felt military service would give these young men the self-discipline and education they lacked.

"Instead," the report states, "they often ended up in combat, performed no useful tasks, and returned home scarred by their military experiences."

Reconciliation After Vietnam states that the "government must manage its manpower needs during the Vietnam build-up by accepting hundreds of thousands of recruits whose limited mental abilities would have disqualified them before or after the Vietnam War."

An American Center study recom- mends a discharge discretionary system, he said, the military offenses to such an ex- tent, "Ours is the only study available that deals with the nature of military offenses to such an extent," Kommers said. He characterized the study as a "middle of the road approach" and said it would be a good point of departure.

Copies of the report were given to Carter and several months ago and are now being distributed to all Congressmen and persons in the executive branch who have influence on the study.

Kommers noted that the report, compiled with a Ford Foundation grant, was intended as a permissive approach to dealing with the Vietnam-era draft and military offenders will be published by Finkle and Strauss this summer.
Pope is not the Church

Dear Editor:

Regarding the headline of The Observer’s January 28th issue, “Church Opposes Women Priests,” I find that headline rather misleading—especially if one believes that the Church consists of more than any pope or Vatican congregation.

Considering that there are many people within the Roman Church who do not agree with Pope Paul—including the “Call to Action” group which met in Detroit last year and the Vatican’s Pastoral Biblical Commission which voted 12 to 5 in favor of female priests—it would seem the headline should have read “Pope Opposes Women Priests” rather than the all-inclusive term “Church.”

Ed Sellner, OSC

Thanks for Money

Dear Editor:

As the Notre Dame Hunger Coalition begins its efforts for the second semester, I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their past contributions to the J. Dawson and Peace Center here in South Bend.

The Center services many people who are literally engaged in a day-to-day battle for survival. The powerlessness of the poor is no more evident than in this basic struggle. While we work on long-range goals to try to make a dent in the systems which keep people poor, we also try to help those who are hungry right now, who face eviction, whose utilities are being shut off.

The resources provided by the Coalition have been a great help.

The severity of the winter and tremenduous inflation costs have made this an especially rough time for small resources stretch even less. Again, thanks to all of you at Notre Dame who have helped as. Your sacrifices are appreciated. The cause of justice is served in many ways. While you study in preparation for your careers, stay mindful of the poor of this world. The educational efforts of the Coalition can be a true part of your overall education. You are the future, which can be more just through your efforts.

[Rev.] Frank Quinlan, C.S.C.

Student Pucked

Dear Editor:

As an innocent spectator at last Friday night’s ND-Michigan hockey game, I walked into the head of a bone puck. Briefly, I would like to thank all of the people who assisted me: especially Dr. Leslie Bodkin, his assistant, and Anna Stagier. Their quick actions and kind attention are indicative of the charitable spirit of Notre Dame.

Steve Kendra

Callous and Unfeeling

Dear Editor:

On Tuesday evening, January 25, the Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition once again asked students to give up their Wednesday night meals and fast for 3.5 hours, a gesture worthy of the Wednesday Night Meal Coalition. But we work on long-range goals to try to make a dent in the systems which keep people poor, we also try to help those who are hungry right now, who face eviction, whose utilities are being shut off.

The resources provided by the Coalition have been a great help.

The severity of the winter and tremendous inflation costs have made this an especially rough time for small resources stretch even less. Again, thanks to all of you at Notre Dame who have helped as. Your sacrifices are appreciated. The cause of justice is served in many ways. While you study in preparation for your careers, stay mindful of the poor of this world. The educational efforts of the Coalition can be a true part of your overall education. You are the future, which can be more just through your efforts.

[Rev.] Frank Quinlan, C.S.C.
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People
Are Starving
In This World

by Jack D'Aurora

As a simple starting point: people are starving to death in the world. On the premise that we have the means to remedy this situation, we may pursue one of two courses of action: simply feed these people, or help them to help themselves, while providing them with the food necessary to sustain life. Organisations trying to right the global situation pursued the latter course.

To that end, all donations received by the World Hunger Coalition are forwarded to five organisations, carefully researched by the Coalition for their integrity and effectiveness. These agencies apply the funds they receive toward programs that provide food, clothing and medical aid for immediate help. In addition, so that the Third World may become more independent, education is provided (presently, one third of the world's children receive no education at all) and people are trained in technical, medical and agricultural development fields.

Merely feeding the hungry, without doing anything else, would create an international welfare state. To feed the hungry, large amounts of grain are required. Accordingly, the Coalition supports the proposed international grain reserves to be used in times of poor harvest. Farmers would be encouraged, through government subsidies, to fill those reserves. The reserves will only be put on the market during times sub-normal harvest, a balance of supply and demand will be maintained, and those countries hardest pressed for grain will find relief.

Various arguments about the pro's and con's of a UN distribution system have been articulated in the editorial page of the Observer, but this debate was senseless. Somehow this argument has been allowed to evolve, when in reality, it has been proposed that the UN should handle distribution in the grain reserve program. The World Bank, for that matter, could assume responsibility for coordination of such matters.

What is important to remember is that this problem will have to be resolved by all countries in a joint effort so that an independent agency may be found and this hasn't been done yet. Since this grain policy has come as second step to the Right to Food Resolution passed by Congress last year, some will be likened to question why Congress has taken it upon itself to formulate this moral stand.

Some would argue that Congress does not possess the authority to dictate what rights all men possess, especially those of other nations. But can anyone remain with a clear conscience that it is not true that every human has a right to a nutritionally adequate diet, as Congress stated last year? It now remains to petition Congress to actuate this resolution by effecting a grain reserve. Though itself a very important statement, it may not be the answer to world hunger.

Taxi Driver:
Taken for a Ride

Directed by Martin Scorsese
Starring: Robert DeNiro, Jodie Foster, Cybill Shepherd

Taxi Driver is one of those films that you sit through, taking in every small detail and gesture, admiring the subtle touches and intricate nuances as the story develops, but leaving in the end with the unwholesome feeling that there was something wrong, something missing.

What's missing in Martin Scorsese's study is a little more depth. Taxi Driver is the story of a cable named Travis Bickle (Robert DeNiro) who drives the graveyard shift in Manhattan because, "I can't sleep." Riding with Bickle is like strolling through a sewer, and Scorsese spares little shift in Manhattan because, "I can't sleep." Riding with Bickle is like strolling through a sewer, and Scorsese spares little

conquer nor casuality.

(Waiting for Godot...)

A review by Nick Durso and Lisa Moore

Waiting for Godot.....

A wait until 8:15 to see...

two tramps on a river road where death's forceps tug at birth
"Nothing to be done"...

A need to play and do and perform and do something... of corpses' months

First, a bleached tree with drooping arms, the corpus of an expected savoir and the pose of a carrier burdened with centuries of man's inhumanity to man.

Second, a rocky stool, a disfigured throne for a faceless king... that's the messages of the young cherub. Both against a canvas sky painted with the look of over-laundered linen.

Two thieves afflicated by ticks in their boots and hat.

Bones, dirt, clothing and the earth and all its pains
the other raised on thick-soled shoes and thinking, always thinking.

They point an accusing finger at the bag, ticket-holding-voicers who snicker at vaudevillian antics and wallow in unrequisited laughter.

A yawning audience

remains to petition Congress to actuate this resolution by effecting a grain reserve. Though itself a very important statement, it may not be the answer to world hunger.

waiting for Godot, Godot, Godot,....

a running sore

irritated by the fate of endless rehearsal,

a running sore

irritated by the fate of endless rehearsal,

a running sore

irritated by the fate of endless rehearsal,

after Beckett's frozen entertainment

two travellers

at Irishman's offering

smoldering still.

a yawning audience

from cold more pietre...
the observer
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SMC-ND considering Ireland program in 1977

by Maureen O. Sahib

The Fighting Irish of St. Mary's and Notre Dame may have a chance to experience what it means to live in Ireland.

For several years, Dr. John M. Duggan, decided to look into the possibility of starting an Ireland program. Following his trip to Italy and Ireland last December, Duggan decided to plan an opened an Irish studies program.

Duggan thought of the program as a way to "expand opportunities for studying abroad." The language requirement was always a problem with the program and could not be continued," "We've never had a program in an English speaking place."

St. Patrick's College Chosen

Duggan went to the Dublin area to look at schools with which he could base the St. Mary's program. After considering various schools, such as Trinity College of Dublin, the Irish National University, the School of Irish Studies and the Irish Humanities Center, he chose St. Patrick's College in Maynooth as most suited to St. Mary's needs. The school, 14 miles from Dublin, is a small liberal arts college that Duggan says is "strong in literature, history, philosophy, geography, and theater."

"It would not be an organized program with our own school and faculty," Duggan stated. "It would be more of an understanding with St. Patrick's."

Next year's program can accommodate as many as 30 students. It will be open to mainly returning and junior students.

St. Patrick's College was a seminar until 1966. It is now a co-ed college in the process of expanding. The college is a part of the National University System of Ireland.

RA meeting at St. Mary's

An informational meeting regarding the St. Mary's Advisor Program will be held at 4 p.m. Monday, Jan. 31, in Room 170. The meeting is for interested students and faculty members who will attend one of three original meetings.

For further information, contact the Counseling Center (4386).

Deserters oppose Carter program

TORONTO (AP) — More than 300 U.S. draft resisters and deserters from as far away as Sweden and France met here this weekend and denounced President Carter's amnesty.

Steve Grossman, an organizer of the conference, said some of the war resisters had traveled to Toronto for a 10 day vigil and fast beginning today and supporting their opposition to the Carter plan.

"We're appealing to almost all Vietnam war-era draft evaders but not to deserters," Grossman said. Deserters who have lived, in Paris for four years, said they opposed the "provisions that give universal support for full amnesty. We'll force Carter to give it to us."

Grossman also predicted that most of many expatriates that most draft evaders and deserters, and most class and that poorer, less-educated "that I've been in the United States the last moment by becoming deserters."

They're 30,000 military desertsers still subject to arrest and some 6,000 Vietnamese and other war who received less-than-honorable discharges that prevent them from getting the "reenter, loans, or insurance," said Grossman.

He is the publisher of Amer-Canada, a periodical for American war resisters.

"The campus is beautiful," Duggan noted, "and the city of Maynooth is only 45 minutes by bus from Dublin." No housing facilities exist on campus, but newly-built rowhouses are available for students to rent. They are furnished and are within walking distance of the school.

"We haven't worked out the cost yet," Duggan said. He went on to say, however, that in comparison to the home campus; it would "surely be no more, and probably less."

The program will be run on an experimental basic next year. Duggan mentioned the possibility of expanding it in the future to include private buildings and its own faculty.

Notre Dame currently operates an Ireland program for a limited number of English majors in connection with the School of Irish Studies. The St. Mary's program would be larger in scale and not limited to any particular majors.

On his December trip, Duggan also spent a week in Rome evaluating the St. Mary's Rome program. "I wanted to familiarize myself with the program, to identify any of its problems and reassure myself of its strength," he said. "I was gratified to see that the instruction was at a good level and I was impressed with the quality of the faculty."

Duggan visited the classes in Rome and held conferences with the faculty and students. "The Rome program is seven years old and Duggan is the second St. Mary's president to visit the campus."

"I had doubts before I went simply because of what you hear about study abroad programs," Duggan commented. "but I was very impressed with the program. The problem with most foreign programs is not enough academic rigor; they're just a year of travel abroad. These programs don't survive. The people who teach in Rome from St. Mary's, Temple, Trinity, and Loyola University all say that our program is the strongest academically."

While in Rome, Duggan went with the students to an audience with Pope Paul VI. After being introduced the Pope talked to the group in English, saying that he remembered coming to St. Mary's and Notre Dame days ago. Pope Paul, then a Cardinal, and President Eisenhower received honorary degrees in 1960 from Notre Dame. Duggan spent the major part of his trip in Rome and said that "people knocked themselves out for me."

The Hotel Tiziano, residence for female students, held its traditional banquet early so that he could attend. At the banquet he was entertained by a special Christmas program that included singing in both English and Italian and folk dancing.

Duggan also attended a special mass with the students in the classroom building. He commented on how close the students were, saying that the "kiss of Peace took a full five minutes while the kids hugged each other."

Commenting on the Hotel Tiziano, Duggan said, "The rooms can't compare with those here on campus. You can't expect that. It's a good hotel and I was impressed with the location. The Pantheon is so close and you can walk to the Vatican and the Colosseum."

Duggan extended the library hours and discussed the need for more varied course offerings and new registration procedures. Also, he noted, "there is a need for more space for socializing."

His stay was concluded with a trip to Assisi, Italy. Students spend one week in Assisi before going to Rome each September. They get a chance to test their knowledge of the language and acquaint themselves with the Italian culture before beginning classes in Rome.

"What a beautiful place to have an orientation program," Duggan commented. He expressed his gratification at seeing the quality of the Assisi orientation programs as well as the St. Mary's Rome program in general.
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New York stock exchange expert to speak at Finance Forum

by Jake Montgomery

The College of Business Administration is sponsoring a Finance Forum, Thursday, Feb. 2 at 3 p.m., in the Hayes-Healy Center. According to Professor Herbert Sim, Chairperson of the finance department, this year's forum is designed "to expose students to some outstanding practitioners in their fields, and to show out students what they do and do to inform them on a number of current interesting topics. It is a very good supplement to our learning activities," he said.

The forum begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday with Allen C. Selt, a sales representative of Government Securities, and continues with John J. Michan, an Acting Fiscal Agent, at 10:10 a.m. Edward F. Knecht, Jr., vice-president of the Opinion Department of Merrill Lynch will also speak at 1:15 p.m.

On Thursday, John J. Platanan, Jr., a New York Stock Exchange expert will speak at 9:30 a.m., and Robert Quinn of Salomon Brothers will lecture at 1:15 p.m.

SMC closing

[continued from page 11]

always knew we could feed everyone—always knew we could feed everyone during the dinner—always knew we could feed everyone in the residence halls at night.

The workshops include an orientation, decision-making, how to write a resume, how to interview, how to gather and evaluate information, student identification, work values and how to get a job.

Students may sign up at CDC or over the phone (4431). Notre Dame University Purchased locally. Though the supply of dairy products did run out early Sunday, Friday's usual deliveries did arrive at Saturday afternoon, three out of the four deliveries that had been received. The food service itself was not impaired, except on Friday morning, when the entire morning staff was present.

Flaim remarked that "no drastic changes" would be implemented to prepare for future shortages, since all available storage space is being utilized.

"Even if we had another major snowstorm right now, we could get through this next week," Flaim said.
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Irish trounce hapless Rams

by Val Zardzits
Sports Writer

The Fordham game was post
poned from Saturday to Sunday
due to freezing weather conditions,
but it may have well been cancelled
after seeing yesterday's betting
favor ACC. The Fordham Rams looked
colder than the soup at the dining hall
as Notre Dame left them out in the
cold, 63-71. Missing four early season
stars, three of whom quit the team
aciously, stole the puck out in front
and slid it by Vern Mont's left side
to put Notre Dame in front. On the
play still ragged and filled with
errors by both sides, Kirk Pracht
put one by Lenny Moher, to end the
scoring in what was not a period for
the pucksters.

After Dave Delich added the
second straight Colorado goal to
start the second period, Donny
Fairholm came through with two
consecutive goals, his second and third
game, giving him his first hat trick in his collegiate career.
Christofferson and Strath
added two more goals for the
Tigers giving them a 6-5 edge
going into the final period.
In the last period, the Irish
established what they hope will be a
trend that lasts throughout the
tournament. They played a
brilliant third period in both
contests, showing their poise in the
final minutes.
Kevin Nugent came out on fire,
scooring two consecutive goals.
The second goal turned out to be an
important one as Mike Knode tied
it up two minutes later.
Jack Brownshidle added the
winner on passes from Brian Walsh
and Rick Howe, and the Irish had
their -split- at last.
It was almost the same
story as far as the style of the
game was concerned. The Irish
and Tigers threatened to mix it
up the entire game, and in fact did
so at the end of the contest, as
the two teams collected a total of
thirty penalties.

Mike Knode, who would prove to
be a major factor in the roughness
that characterized the latter part of
the game, scored the opening goal.
Terry Fairholm, Kevin Nugent,
Brian Strath and Kirk Pracht used a
bit of strategy to run the score.
Knode was penalized for
interference, but Terry Fairholm
answered with a goal to end the
period.
In the second period, Hanson
and Greg Meredith traded goals
and Paul Clarke put the Irish in
front before the tension of the
period came.
Midway through the second
period, Mike Knode had been
stopping Dan Byers like peanut
butter on a wool sock all night, got
past his netminder Byers' like, and the
two started the night with a pow erplay
goal. The two were on fire and
Byers will be forced to miss the
first game of this weekend's series
as a result of the fight.

Nearing the end of the period,
Rick Howe scored his third un
wounded goals, the first hat trick
against Union this year, and the
second period ended with the
Irish ahead.
In the final stanza, Geoff
Collier set the winning goal when he
penetrated the Irish defense, drawing
two defensesmen with him. Collier
backed Fairholm out in front to put
the Irish ahead.
Paul Clarke put the game on
ice with his second goal of the
game, but it was too late as the
two teams collected a total of
thirty penalties.

Paul Clarke had two goals and seven assists this weekend, leaving
him only six goals away from Bill Green's record for goals by a
defensemen.
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